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What are Rubrics?

Use of Rubrics in the Grading Process

The SRSD written curriculum consists of several components. It includes; Essential Standards, Benchmarks

and Rubrics for each Essential Standard. A rubric is a form of assessment if used correctly. The rubric defines

proficiency for SRSD students. Essential Standard Rubrics were designed to be a resource for teachers. As

teachers design classroom lessons, activities and projects, teachers should use the rubrics to develop scoring

guides for benchmark assignments

Purposes for Grading
There are many different purposes for grading. Grading communicates student achievement to students,

parents, and others. It provides information for students, so they can self-evaluate and plan learning goals.

Sometimes grades are used to select, identify, or group students for certain educational programs. Grades

have been used to provide incentives for students to learn. Grades are also a way to document student

performance to evaluate the effectiveness of an instructional method or program.

Are we going to assign a rubric score based on the final assessment only?

In a standards based reporting system, teachers will use a variety of assessment practices, which will include

performance assessments, formal assessments, student work and final assessments. In addition teachers will

useanecdotal notes and observations as tools to document the student’s growth toward proficiency. As 

students make progress and growth over the grading period, teachers will score students according to the

rubric on the SBRC based on proficiency level of the student at the end of the grading period. Teachers should

be careful about using homework as an assessment of student proficiency because work completed outside of

the classroom is not under the control and supervision of the teacher. In addition, the purpose of homework is

practice, and the student should not be penalized for practice towards proficiency. Failure to turn in

assignments or work is a nonacademic factor that is considered in the CARES or General Learning Outcomes

rubric section on the report card.

Does every assignment need its own rubric?

Every assignment should have criteria for success. Students should know before they begin the assignment

what the expectations for what success is and what they are expected to know and do. Teachers should use

the resources in the curriculum guide to develop scoring guides for assignments. Scoring guides are

developed for specific tasks and projects. No assignment should be given without clear scoring criteria prior to

the assignment. A scoring criteria, can be as simple as the number correct on the task for example, if students

are asked to know ten sight words. Several rubrics are available of the curriculum website as resources and

models for creating rubrics.


